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 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
S&P 500 3,878  -2.5% -17.3% -13.7% 
QQQ $273.51  -4.3% -30.7% -27.6% 
US 10 YR 3.67% 3.48% 1.51% 1.46% 
USD/DXY 104.2 103.6 96.0 96.1 
VIX 20.1% 21.1% 17.2% 18.6% 
Oil $78.40  1.3% 4.1% 10.1% 

     
*10yr, DXY, and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The one truthful narrative continues to be the draining of global liquidity.  This is coming into play directly via 
central bank tightening around the world.  The indirect siphoning might be larger with slowing economies.  This 
week’s poor Retail Sales data showed just what we have been espousing:  Sales were pulled forward thanks to 
heavy discounting.  A Philly Fed report details how much of the perceived job growth/strength has been 
shadowy statistical manipulation…and there has been a loss of jobs.  While we maintain that investors have not 
been bearish (the last week surely rocked their confidence to some degree), we do think some frothy corners of 
the market have started to wobble.  Tesla, the posterchild for bubbly excess, is down 55% in three months.  Even 
some of the true believers have taken to Twitter (oh the irony) to lament Elon’s lack of focus.   
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We saw a brief snippet of bullishness today.  This was mostly just a mini-bounce after a bad week.  But we think 
some of the more optimistic types took the $1.7t omnibus spending bill as a sign that the government’s drunk-
sailor spending-ways were back.  (To be clear, this budget is obscene.  And government spending is never a long-
term solution.)  But it is only $350mm more than the pre-virus-fear budgets of 2018 and 2019.  Half of it is in 
Defense.  And it is obviously the last one during which the republicans must negotiate from a position of 
weakness (not that republicans have been paragons of fiscal responsibility recently).  On top of this, some of the 
residual “stimulus” measures are finally rolling off (like the $120b employee retention credit and the student-
loan relief which is likely DOA in the courts.)  Whatever the case, earmarks and pork will not help the slide in 
corporate earnings as the Fed hikes rates into a recession. 

 There is still plenty of fanciful froth 

Last week we commented that there was still speculation that needed wringing from the system.  Exhibit one 
just might be the announced joint venture between Nikola and Plug Power.  Each is going to sell their ferry dust 
products to the other all in the name of the Greater Fool Theory.  Between Nikola’s fake truck (the founder will 
soon be in jail because of this stunt, sentencing is in January) and Plug’s negative revenue (it gives its customers 
warrants on its stock which are more valuable than the sales), this was a match made in hell. 

 Make-believe accounting is in the real world, too 

We have talked about the shutting down of liquidity in private funds.  The Blackstone REIT (BREIT) is the most 
notable because of its sheer size and white glove sponsor.  Thanks to the WSJ, we now can visualize the fantasy 
world in which Blackstone lives.  No wonder investors wanted to sell!  And no wonder Blackstone put up the 
Heisman to investors wishing to convert their ephemeral paper profits into “straight cash homey.”  We remain 
short Blackstone.  It is a giant firm with way more than just this real estate fund, but its problems are 
emblematic of the reversing of liquidity which has fueled private equity companies for almost 15 years. 

 

 Positioning:  People are not bearish! 
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Tier 1 Alpha (the options research that does a good job of showing market positioning) tells us that tail risk 
protection has started to drop precipitously...after already being in decline all year.  They use the spread 
between the volatility of at-the-money SPX options and the standard VIX volatility gauge which uses a strip of 
options with different strikes.  The math is complex (and the chart would be a chartcrime), but it reinforces 
something we have said every time Put option buying increases:  Investors/traders are not buying crash 
protection.  They have been merely playing for short term trades.  Moreover, most of this buying (on Puts) has 
happened during the dips.  And the Call buying has happened during the rips.  We repeat:  people are not overly 
bearish!  This notwithstanding, we did cover a lot of shorts as traders realized they were not bearish and started 
to sell! 

Friday’s option expiration tells the same story.  Open Interest heading into Friday’s triple-witching was an all-
time high for notional dollars skewed to Calls (per Hedgeye).  This is a mouthful – it just means short-term 
traders kept their long exposures after the CPI and Fed action.  Oops.  And for what it is worth, there are reports 
that the CTAs (momentum chasing quant funds) were heavy sellers on Thursday and Friday.  They have been 
buyers for weeks.  Buy high.  Sell low. 

 Cheers to slumping Retail Sales? 

Retail Sales dropped into negative territory in November.  The headline fell 0.6% vs October which increased 
1.3% vs September.  The weakness was across the board among electronics, home furnishings, department 
stores, home improvement, and e-commerce.  The bright spots were grocery stores and personal care centers.  
And oh yeah, “drinking locations.”  People know the cure for recession (don’t shop and start drinking).  AS Billy 
Ray said, “It’s Christmas time, everybody is uptight.” 

 BREIT may not be the only ones looking to sell their real estate  

The Housing Market Index (home builder survey) slumped again.  We are almost at the depths of the virus-fear.  
This is the 12th straight monthly decline.  There is still a ways to go in sentiment to get to the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC) lows which lasted for three to four years.  But as we have been noting, this decline has been much 
more precipitous (and 2007/08 felt instantaneous!).  Of the three subcomponents, Current Conditions fell the 
most – it had been holding up the best.  Buyer traffic, the weakest of the three, remained steady (bad).  The ray 
of hope is in Sales Expectations (six months forward) which climbed four points.  it is still at a lousy level.  
Builders did note that the rolling over of mortgage rates (or at least not screaming higher still) has boosted some 
interest lately.  All four regions were weak.  Only 35% of builders are cutting prices.  But 62% are using 
incentives such as mortgage-rate buydowns.  Somehow that is not considered a price cut! 

Housing Starts ticked down a hair in November, but they were better than expected.  But Permits fell sharply 
and missed estimates badly.  These two data series tend to zig zag.  But the current trend is obvious. 
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Existing Home Sales slumped again.  The annualized level is almost at the virus-fear lows.  This was a 7.7% 
monthly drop and a 35% annual drop!  Prices remain resilient (median $370k), but this due to the low number of 
“comps” in the market.  Once sales accelerate and prices start to re-mark, homeowners are gonna act like BREIT 
investors. 

Mortgage Applications held steady for the third month in a row.  Of course, the index level represents a 75% 
drop from the 2020-21 average.   This is not enough to change our view on our Housing short, but if this 
steadiness turns positive, this could shake our confidence.  But we have this partially baked into our short 
exposure as it is equally weighted towards Housing retail which we think will remain lousy (or at least have yet 
to see the nadir).   

 Other economic data is mostly negative 
 Consumer Confidence (the sentiment gauge more aligned with jobs vs inflation) bounced nicely. 
 Empire State Manufacturing Index for December dropped into negative territory. 
 The Philly Fed Manufacturing Index remained negative and did not improve as much as expected. 
 Industrial Production is starting to slow on a monthly basis. 
 The PMI Composite Flash (early read) for December sank sharply.  It is back near the July low which 

is the lowest in ten years ex the height of the virus-fear panic. 
 

 Global central banks keep the pressure on the USD 

The USD remains under pressure.  The European Central Bank is trying to prep the market for higher rates.  The 
ECB president, Christine Lagarde, has stated that three more 0.50% interest rate hikes are likely.  The market 
does not believe the ECB, as it is pricing in about 3% vs the statement-implied 3.5%.  We have been skeptical of 
the ECB’s resolve, too.  But adding fuel to the potential fire is the beginning of the ECB’s Quantitative Tightening 
(QT – bond selling).  And even though inflation has already started to cool, there will likely be shocks when 
energy prices hit home in the winter (per KBW).  We are short European financials which has been a bad trade.  
The market thinks higher rates will boost banking spreads without any recessionary pressures. 

Japan’s central bank, the Bank of Japan, backed away from some of its super-easy monetary policy.  It loosened 
the bands on its “yield curve control.”  This just means they allowed 10-year rates to move 0.25% higher.  This 
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boosted the Yen sharply (weakened USDJPY in proper currency parlance) and hit Japanese stocks (especially 
exporters).  

Along with interest rates hikes from the Bank of England (BOE) and the Swiss National Bank (SNB), pressure is 
mounting on the USD.  But we maintain it is the place to be during a global recession with an aggressive Federal 
Reserve. 

 Crypto:  Where did all the money go? 

The owner of Binance, CZ as he is called, took to the airwaves to defend his company’s shutting off withdrawals 
while the “NY banks were closed.”  CNBC actually asked some good questions.  When asked why his firm does 
not have a real auditor, he claimed that the Big Four firms claim they “do not know how to audit crypto 
exchanges.”  When asked if he had the money received from FTX, over $2b, to return to the bankruptcy estate, 
he said that was up to the lawyers.  Uh oh.  Our PSA is simple, if you have money or pretend money on a crypto 
exchange, take it out.  HODL your crypto forever if you so desire, but do it in a “cold wallet” away from these 
snakes. 

John Ray’s congressional testimony has shed some light on FTX.  He is the court-appointed CEO of FTX trying to 
find where the money went.  We have described the moronic risk management systems and structural 
deficiencies in its proprietary products enabling arbitrageurs to run amuck.  These were all somewhat innocent – 
at least there was no intent to defraud.  But Ray and the laundry list of authorities have discovered that 
Alameda, SBF’s hedge fund that ran parallel to FTX, had unlimited borrowing and withdrawal privileges from 
FTX.  Instead of having to post collateral and be subject to margin calls on negative balances, Alameda was 
marked in FTX’s system with “allow negative flag.”  Alameda could do whatever it wanted.  When it managed to 
have a winning trade, it withdrew the money (real money).  When it had losing trades, it just went about its 
business while digging a bigger hole.  Of course, this pit was not bottomless enough for SBF.  As we have 
discussed, he also used his make-believe token, FTT, to secure loans from other crypto platforms.  There was 
never any real y intent to pay back these loans (other than with more fluff).  And then CZ ratted out FTX, and the 
whole thing crumbled. 

 Chart Crime of the week 

Virus-fear charts are the gifts that keep on giving.  Plotting the different years on different axes render this chart 
useless if not farcical. 
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 Quick Hits 
 Food prices at schools are up 250% in the last year.  They were down 50% last year. 
 Government agencies are rationing the special paper used for car titles. 
 Obesity in children has moved from 1% in the early 1970s to over 6% in 2018. 
 Why is obesity only tracked through 2018? 
 California is reducing the amount it pays for electricity “net metered” back to the state from 

residences with solar panels.  
 We got a cold call from someone pitching a “client happiness platform.” 
 The new Avatar movie will not breakeven until it grosses $2b according to James Cameron. 
 Youth Unemployment in China is 17.1%. 
 The budget-in-waiting will allocate $3mm “to carry out the Pollinator-Friendly Practices on 

Roadsides and Highways.”  We think this is a nod to bees? 

Trading:  We cut a decent amount of short exposure this week.  Not that our view has changed, but trading 
options necessitates flexibility since you are always fighting time (theta) and volatility (vega).  Sometimes this 
means taking a loss.  But taking a smaller loss is better than sitting on a larger loss.  Our short in Retail had been 
painful, but last week’s poor Retail Sales data quickly swung us back into positive territory.  We got lucky (but 
somewhat purposefully) in that we covered a good chunk of this trade before the Nike earnings sent the sector 
much higher.  Ironically, we think the Nike earnings were only good for Nike (apparel sales were slow, inventory 
is still bloated, growth in shoes only).  We will look to reload on our broad Retail short if this Nike-led bounce 
continues.  We cut a bit of our Tesla short.  This stock acts like it is never going to bounce (Elon is becoming 
widely hated in his target audience, Twitter is draining cash, EV competition is ramping), but that usually means 
it is time to cover a bit.  Our airline short started to work as traffic data is starting to rollover (maybe it is just 
becoming more volatile, but it has stopped getting better in a straight line at least). We cut some of this.  We cut 
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out short in China.  We jumped the gun getting short during the “reopening.”.  We think it will succumb to 
natural gravity of the communist pull.  But we will have to be patient.  We covered some shorts in junky Tech.  
We will gladly reload on these higher.  We added to our longs in Staples and Energy.  And we are dabbling with 
buying Bonds and Gold.  We got these wrong earlier in the year.  But now the market is following more of the 
traditional playbook with long bonds rallying heading into a recession.  And gold typically rallies with negative 
real interest rates which might not be a perfect fit right now.  But that seems to be the rate of change direction 
with short term rates remaining elevated with inflation slowly rolling over.  We are far from committed on this 
idea right now. 

TSLAQ:  Musk sold $3.6b in Tesla stock last week.  The bulls think this is bullish!  Seriously, Gary Black, a noted 
Tesla bull who once worked at Goldman and now touts Tesla on Twitter (oh how the mighty have fallen), said he 
does not think Elon would have sold if the upcoming earnings were bad.  He would only sell if earnings were 
good.  Clearly, Gary has not being attention to how Elon (or his family) operates. 

The Bond Villain (we are still torn if we like others now using our name for him) was doing another Twitter poll 
for something he has already made up his mind on (the last one was whether he should sell more Tesla stock to 
pay taxes...he had already submitted his filing to sell before the twitter poll).  This time, he asked the masses if 
he should hire a full time CEO for Twitter.  The Tesla bulls rejoiced when the platform voted Elon out of this 
Twitter job!  Of course, Elon had announced a month ago that he was looking for a full time CEO for Twitter.  
And he followed up his poll by saying what a hard job it was, and it would be an incredibly difficult job to fill.  
And this comes on the heels of him trying to not pay the contractual severance to the last management team.  
To cap it off, Musk is trying to raise money for Twitter from more outside investors.   In October, Musk said he 
was “obviously overpaying.”  But now he wants you to pay the same price.  Fool me once… 
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


